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Gege pExtra
Patented Security
Gege pExtra is a mechanical key system, which has special additional copy
protection. A diagonally milled branch groove in the key proﬁle prevents break
in and manipulation attempts. Also the bumping method (opening simple proﬁle cylinders with a particularly made key and a hammer without leaving any
traces) is not possible with the Gege pExtra key system. This is prevented by
a specially formed centering pin.
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Standard Door Cylinder Dimensions:
Cylinder Type
Double Cylinder
Single Cylinder
Thumbturn Cylinder
WC Cylinder
Blind Double Cylinder
Blind Single Cylinder

Outside/Inside length
minimum/maximum
23/23 mm to 60/60mm
27mm to 75mm
27,5/27,5mm to 60/60mm
27,5/27,5mm to 60/60mm
27,5/27,5mm to 60/60mm
30 to 55 mm
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